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hen submitted, the Reconcile Request should provide a sum-
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mary of all vaccine inventory activity in the reporting period.
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The Reconcile table is programmed to alert the user of errors or missing

Reconcile

information immediately. Because there can be many unique activities rep-

Order

resented in a single Reconcile Request, the user will likely see one or
more of the alerts below as they are completing the form. Once an error
is corrected or a missing value supplied, the alert will automatically clear.
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Refer to the examples below for guidance on resolving or clearing the
most common errors.
E RROR :

Numbers don’t add up

R ESOLUTION :

The Expected # doses on hand and the Physical count # doses columns must match in order for a

Reconcile Request to be submitted. In this example, the user began with 10 doses, reported administering 5, adjusted
0 out, and entered a physical count of 1 dose. VIMS expects there to be 5. Four doses unaccounted for. The user
must account for those doses by adjusting them out, reporting them as administered, or adding them to the physical
count.
E RROR :

Required Field missing a value

R ESOLUTION :

A value must be provided for every square in the Doses administered and Physical count columns.

If you leave one of these squares blank, you will receive an Error prompting you to fill it in. Fill any null fields with
a “0”.
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E RROR :

Incorrect use of the Doses in transit field

R ESOLUTION :

If you have submitted a Transfer or Adjust Request, the doses will appear in the Doses adjusted out

column. You should not add those doses to the Doses in Transit column; doing so will cause the doses to be subtracted from your Expected number of doses twice as illustrated above.
Note: Doses in Transit is rarely used. Enter a value here only if a shipment or a transfer from another practice is
showing in the Doses Received column but is still in transit at the time of reconciliation.

E RROR :

Expired vaccine in inventory

R ESOLUTION :

VIMS will not allow a Reconcile Request to be submitted that shows any expired doses in the Physi-

cal count column (expired doses can be documented as administered or adjusted out). The text will appear red for
any lot that is passed expiration. If there are expired doses left on site. Click “Save as Draft” at the bottom of the
Reconcile Request. Adjust out the expired doses. Return to the Reconcile Request and complete it. [Note: The error
message will disappear but the font in the table will remain red.]
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